
BSCI 360/708B: ���
Principles of Animal Behavior	


Instructor: Dr. Jerry Wilkinson	




Course Goals	

	
Introduce you to the various disciplines that engage in 
research on animal behavior	


	
Provide sufficient background in the basic principles to 
enable a motivated student to pursue graduate work in 
the field	


	
Provide opportunities to write and speak critically about 
original scientific research	


	
Demonstrate the mechanism by which nonbiomedical 
research is funded by the US government	




 Course Structure	


	
TEXTBOOK: Perspectives on Animal Behavior, 3rd edition 
(2010) by Goodenough, McGuire and Jakob is the text for 
the course and is available as an eBook via CourseSmart 
(http://www.coursesmart.com/9780470045176) at a discount.  
In the schedule of classes I have listed the chapters or page 
numbers that relate most closely to the material covered in 
each lecture. The book is intended to supplement, not 
necessarily duplicate, the lectures.	


	
DISCUSSIONS: Fridays at 9, 10 or 11 in 1168 or 1172 PLS.	


	
WAITLIST: If you are on the waitlist, you should come to 
the first discussion.  We will try to accommodate as many as 
we can.	


LECTURES: two per week on Mondays and Wednesdays from 11-11:50, PLS 
1130. To supplement your notes, I will post my Powerpoint presentations on the 
class website, www.life.umd.edu/classroom/bsci360. Check the website for the 
most current information. But, there is no substitute for attending class! 	
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Pdf doc	


username: bsci360	

password: alcock	




Topic of paper for discussion, see reading list	




username: bsci360	
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Discussion	

	
One or two recent scientific papers will be assigned for each 
discussion and can be downloaded directly as pdf files from the 
Reading List page.  You must read a short paper for this Friday!	


	
Beginning with the second week, each discussion will be run by two 
students who will have prepared questions, that must be turned in to 
the instructor in charge of the section at the beginning of the period, to 
encourage discussion and clarify the assigned reading. Everyone is 
expected to read every assigned paper every week! 	


	
Discussion performance will be evaluated by attendance (1/3), weekly 
participation (1/3), and preparation as a discussion leader (1/3).  If you 
miss a discussion due to illness, you may get credit by submitting a 1 
page summary to us within 2 weeks, along with a signed note 
affirming the campus honor code.	




Problem sets	

	
Most of the central concepts regarding the evolution 
of behavior are based on theoretical ideas that have 
empirical support. In lecture I will attempt to show 
you how some of these theoretical conclusions have 
been reached and provide examples. You will have to 
solve some algebraic problems on exams using the 
techniques I present in class. 	


	
To help you prepare, I will require that you solve and 
turn in answers to three problem sets.  These problem 
sets will be graded and returned to you.	




Exams	

	
MIDTERM I (Oct 3, 100 pts)	


	
MIDTERM II (Nov 7, 100 pts)	


	
FINAL (Dec 15, 8-10 AM, 125 pts)	


	
Exam questions will be a combination of multiple choice, short 
answer and problem solving and will integrate seminar and lecture 
material in a thought-provoking manner. A few sample midterm 
exam questions will be posted on the course website.	


	
Make-up exams are permitted with a validated health excuse from 
a doctor.	




Grant Proposal	

	
 	
Any topic which is related to animal behavior can be chosen, even if it was 

not discussed in class. Proposals cannot be longer than 5 single-spaced 
type-written pages (excluding references). Five copies of your proposal 
must be handed in absolutely no later than Nov 26.	


	
 	
If you would like to receive feedback on your grant proposal idea, don’t 
hesitate to talk to us.  It usually helps to try and generate the following 
four pieces first.  If you send this information to us, we can provide 
suggestions to help you improve your idea.	

1) the question you intend to address	

2) at least two alternative hypotheses (i.e. answers to your question, cf. ch. 1)	

3) the type of study you will propose, including the identity of the organism if the 

study is empirical	

4) at least three primary references, e.g. 	

	
Barrette, S and Giraldeau, LA  2008 Evidence against maximization of gross 
rate of seed delivery to the burrow in food-hoarding eastern chipmunks, 
Tamias striatus. Animal Behaviour 75: 655-661.	




Grant Proposal Evaluation	

	
 	
Proposals will be read and discussed during a mock panel 

meeting which will take place during the last two discussion 
periods.	


	
 	
Your report will be distributed to three students who will 
each read and prepare a written evaluation of your proposal. 
Then, during the last two Friday Discussions the reviewers 
will discuss what was done well and what could have been 
done better in each proposal.  The instructors will integrate 
those comments with their own.	


	
 	
After all proposals have been reviewed, the TA and I will 
rank them and assign grades 	




Grades	

	
Your final course grade will be based on the sum of 
scores for all assignments/exams. I will assign letter 
grades, including plusses and minuses, on a curve 
based on how your total score ranks relative to 
others in the class. After each exam I will indicate 
how I would assign letter grades to help you track 
your progress.	

                           Points           %  	

	
Problem sets:      20 	
  4	

	
Discussion :        80 	
15	

	
Grant proposal: 100 	
19	

	
Exams:              325        	
62  	

	
Total:                525          100	




Past grades in BSCI 360	

Grade 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
A+ 96 93 94 95 95 94 91 95 94 
A 88-94 85-90 86-92 84-93 87-94 87-94 87-94 87-91 89-94 85-93 
A- 86-87 83-84 85 83 86 85-86 86 86 86-88 84 
B+ 84-85 79-82 82-84 81-82 83-84 83-84 85 83-85 84 81-83 
B 78-83 75-78 77-81 76-81 75-82 74-82 76-84 77-82 76-83 73-80 
B- 75-77 72-74 75-76 74-75 74 73 76 76 75 72 
C+ 73-74 70-71 74 73 73 71 75 75 73-74 71 
C 69-73 63-69 62-73 65-72 67-72 64-70 67-74 66-74 66-72 62-70 
C- 62-67 61-62 60-61 61-65 62-63 64 61-65 61-63 61 
D+ 61 60 61 60 59 
D 54-59 58 57-58 57-59 58-59 53-56 54-57 
D- 
F <50 <50 <50 50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 <50 

% A/B 0.65 0.63 0.79 0.62 0.65 0.7 0.74 0.69 0.67 0.65 



Office Hours	


	
Dr. Jerry Wilkinson	

	
Bio/Psych 2223A: Wed 1-2 or by appointment	

	
wilkinso@umd.edu or x56942	


	
Ms. Danielle Adams	

	
Bio/Psych 2223A: Mon 10-11 or by 
appointment, dadams@umd.edu or x56914	




Academic Dishonesty	

	
Academic dishonesty will not be tolerated	


	
This includes cheating on exams, fabricating 
information for a paper, helping another student to 
cheat, or plagiarizing material without adequately citing 
the source. 	


	
If you have any doubt about what constitutes plagiarism, 
please ask us.	


	
I encourage each of you to sign the following statement 
on each assignment:  “I pledge on my honor that I have 
not given or received any unauthorized assistance on 
this examination (or assignment).”	




Cell Phones	

	
Cell phones should be turned off and put away during 
every class period.  	


	
Cell phones are not permitted during exams and will be 
confiscated if we see them in use.  	


	
Any student that is a repeated offender of ringing/talking 
on a cell phone in the classroom will be referred to the 
Honor Council under the Student Code of Conduct 
classroom disruption policy for disciplinary action.	




Interested in research experience?	


•  We are looking for undergraduate 
research assistants for several projects

•  Can enroll for BSCI 399 for 1 or 2 credits 
(3 or 6 hrs/week)

•  Send resume, unofficial transcript and 
statement of interest to…	




Social cooperation in vampire bats

Graduate student: Gerry Carter 
(gcarter@umd.edu) and 
see: socialbat.org/assistants



Meiotic drive and multiple mating in stalk-eyed flies 
Postdoctoral researcher: Kim Paczolt (kpaczolt@umd.edu) 
Or for a paid position, to me (wilkinso@umd.edu)  



Social networks in Asian elephants 
Graduate student: Julie Samy (jusamy3@gmail.com)  



Why study animal behavior?	

•  Links physiology and morphology of an organism 

to its environment	

•  Essential for reproduction and, therefore, should be 

under strong selection.  Consequently, it is ideal for 
studying evolutionary mechanisms	


•  Crucial for effective conservation in natural and 
captive situations.	


•  Important for production of domestic animals and 
training of companion animals	


•  Can provide insights for human health and behavior	




Levels of analysis ���
in the study of animal behavior	


•  Proximate cause (mechanism)	

–  Is the behavior heritable (influenced by genes)?	

–  Is the behavior modified by experience?	

–  Which hormones influence the behavior?	

–  How does the nervous system produce a behavior?	


•  Ultimate cause (function)	

–  How is the behavior influenced by natural selection, i.e. 

related to the reproductive success of individuals?	

–  What is the evolutionary origin of the behavior?	




Levels of analysis example: 
infanticide in house mice	




Infanticide has a genetic basis	

Inbred strains	


C57BL/6J	


(Svare & Broida 1982)	


Proximate or 
ultimate?	




Mating affects infanticide in male mice	


Note: gestation takes 20 days and weaning occurs at 60 days	


Proximate or 
ultimate?	




Photoperiod provides the temporal cue	


(Perrigo et al. 1990)	


Proximate or 
ultimate?	




Fetal position in-utero affects infanticide by 
altering embryonic exposure to testosterone	




Fetal position in-utero affects infanticide by 
altering embryonic exposure to testosterone	


(vom Saal & Howard 1982)	


Proximate or 
ultimate?	




Why do males commit infanticide?	


•  Nonadaptive: social pathology	

•  Provides food	

•  Decreases competition	

•  Increases mating options	

•  Regulates population size to 

improve the survival of the 
species (group selection)	




Scorpion cannibalism provides an 
important source of food	




Brood reduction in hawks, herons and 
egrets decreases sibling competition	


(Mock 1984)	




Infanticide by male lions can increase 
male reproductive success after new 

males takeover a pride	


(Packer & Pusey, 1983; Dagg 1998)	




Note that behaviors need not be ���
adaptive for everyone���

e.g. infanticide can lead ���
to conflict between males and 

females (sexual conflict)	




Male langurs are attacked by females	


Intruder male being chased by females	


(Hrdy 1977; Borries 1997, 1999)	




Female house mice nest communally to 
protect pups from infanticidal males	
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